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PRIVATE TOLKATCHEV
AT THE GATES OF HELL:
Majdanek and Auschwitz Liberated:
Testimony of an Artist

ON EXHIBIT AT ROD LIBRARY
01.22.18 - 02.01.18

To commemorate International Holocaust Remembrance Day 2018, the UNI Center for Holocaust and Genocide Education presents an exhibit of reproductions of the drawings made by Zinovii Tolkatchev, a Soviet artist who accompanied the Red Army forces that liberated the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp on January 27, 1945. The exhibit includes reproductions of drawings made at the Russian-liberated Majdanek concentration camp outside of Lublin, Poland. Biographical information and excerpts from Tolkatchev’s testimony complete the exhibit. All material comes a virtual exhibit created by Yad Vashem, the World Holocaust Remembrance Center, in Jerusalem.